Emerald Lake Village District
Office: 147 West Main Street, Hillsborough, NH

Mail: PO Box 1753, Hillsborough, NH 03244
Tel: 603-464-3128

In attendance:

Thursday, August 18, 2022 @ 6:30 PM
Commissioner meeting minutes
Location: Main Office

Brett Taber (Commissioner, Chairman)
Deborah Kardaseski (Commissioner)
Sarah Blackman (Commissioner)
Carolyn Renken (Treasurer)
Residents:
Sara Auger
Jordan
Meeting called to order by Chairman Taber at 6:30 PM
Pledge of Allegiance and roll call of officials completed.
Meeting began with water quality update for beaches. Commissioner Kardaseski
presented that all of the summer Beach testing for E. Coli has been completed (June thru
August). Additionally she shared some follow up details from NHDES relative to Cyanobacteria
and future testing for this (CY). Basically, the State shared that what showed up in our beach
areas is of a non-common variety of Cyanobacteria that is ground based and not of a surface
bloom variety. The level detected is not high and does not meet the “ALERT LEVEL” response
from NHDES. Due to the volume of testing they are performing for actual sightings and active
blooms, they do not have the testing capacity for regular testing of the “possible blooms”. The
State had previously provided informative notices that were posted on the Beaches in an effort to
educate residents about some signs and symptoms to watch for. The State did acknowledge that
if an active surface bloom is spotted, a sample should be taken and submitted to the State.
During this discussion, Chairman Taber suggested that the Treasurer review the account
line for the beach testing since it appeared that the prior monthly charges may have been applied

to a different budget line by accident. It was noted that it would prove beneficial to make any
adjustments as early as we can before the ed of the (CY) arrives.
Commissioner Kardaseski provided an update on the tree removal efforts on Ellenbrook
Road. The Contractors current plan is to remove the tree by means of a crane on 9/26/2022.
Efforts to coordinate crane placement with the adjacent property owner is still pending.
The next topic on the agenda was related to the Storm water Asset management grant
Kick-off meeting. It is scheduled for 8/26/2022 @ 3pm for those interested in attending. This
meeting is intended to share the overall inventory assessment plan and timeline for the project.
Information updates shared at tis time for other pending loans/grants. The Board received
notice from NHDES that the Governors council signed and approved the following projects for
ELVD.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water system distribution project from 2022 Annual meeting warrant - $3,235,000
Meeting house treatment location improvements from 2022 Annual meeting warrant $1,260,000
Pattenhill treatment location development and improvements from 2022 Annual meeting
warrant - $280,000
Water system Asset management Grant - $100,000
Strategic Planning Grant - $50,000
Stormwater Asset management Grant - $30,000

Now that the funding has been approved, we can begin moving forward on all of these
projects.
A status report for the next communication efforts to residents for the newest N.O.V. for
arsenic at the Patten hill location. The hardcopies (536 pcs.) of the notices have been copied. The
clerk is inquiring if we have any additional communications that we could add to this mailing.
All mailings will go out before 9/8/22.
Aquamen is working to provide test results for the locations sampled for Lead and copper
testing. A communication and certification of the results ae needed to be completed for this type
of testing.

The next topic was an update on the current Water Distribution piping replacement:
•

Discussions are in place with representatives from NHDES, Wright Pierce, ELVD as to if
there is any need to file for an extension to the 2021 project. Currently the agreement
with the State for funding requires all reimbursements for this segment of the project to
be submitted prior to December 1, 2022. At this time this matter will be reviewed mid to
late September to see where we are at relative to project percentage completion and to
determine if an extension is needed.

•
•

•

•

As noted above, all new projects have been approved and completion date of late 2024 is
required under those agreements.
SUR construction has completed the new water line installs on Ellenbrook Rd., Deer
point Dr., and nearing completion on Old Lantern Road. The desire is to complete the
remaining installs on Old Lantern Road and to complete the installs on Birch tree before
the end of August. Decisions are being reviewed as to which streets to address next and
hope to complete before the end of this (CY).
Aquamen will be installing a new Zone meter pit for the segment of Hemlock, Alpine,
and Gould Pond Road that is currently not monitored for leak loss separately. This will
aid in monitoring for leaks in this section. This is currently scheduled for the week of
8/22/2022.
A change order was submitted for review of the water system project. It is being
reviewed for accuracy and if all changes are agreed upon form all parties. The bulk of the
Change order was related to the addition of the remaining (7) seven roads now that
funding has been approved.

The Manifests were presented as follows:
•
•
•

Water Manifest - $96,114.16
Water Manifest - $525.00
General Manifest - $13,060.43

A motion was made by Chairman Taber to accept the all the manifests as submitted. The motion
was 2nd by Commissioner Kardaseski. All Commissioners voted yes to the motion- motion
passed.

Bow Smith (road Agent) was present and provided some updates to the Board. He
commented that he is learning of and seeing a lot of repetitive work on some areas that require
grader work and loader work to drainage and road materials. He suggested that it might be
beneficial to review options for alternate materials to be used in the future where possible.
•
•
•
•
•

He has removed excess build up along the guardrails on the lake outlet culvert.
The next deployment of calcium Chloride will occur the week of 8/22/2022 and should
be beneficial due to the pending rain.
Some discussion occurred as to what the expectations were for SUR in putting the
competed roads back to proper summer conditions.
Bow Smith shared that the residents of 8 Rabbit path had inquired of him about their
property changes and driveway and if there were any concerns relative to drainage.
Bow offered to cut down some trees on our Patten hill property to aid in the development
of the landing and to allow for the additional placement of the water system project waste
material. The cost for this service is $2,000.

Chairman Taber made a motion to have Bow Smith perform the tree removal work for the
sum of $2000. Commissioner Kardaseski 2nd the motion. All commissioners voted yes to the
motion- motion passed.

Additional status updates were discussed as follows:
•

•

•

The district has historically used ¾ inch gravel mix for the roads. A potential to use
large material (1 ½ inch stone) could improve the road stability since the smaller
stone blends into the road surface nearly immediately especially in mud season. If this
approach were used whether by means of hardpack or this larger stone, a suggested
base volume would be for 3 inches to be planned for. The material has a higher per
yard cost but stiffens the road up better especially during the mud season. A
suggestion to review further and possibly test out some different grade sections
around the district might be viable before planning any full scope changes.
Bow further noted that roadside vegetation has grossly developed and in many areas
limits the ability for two vehicles to pass together easily. There are several methods of
clearing/ mowing the sides of the roads, all of which provide a different finished
appearance. The amount of work varies for each method and the cost also.
The Board asked for a formal quote for this type of service so that discussions can
take place for next year’s budget plan. Some other contractors that might provide
varied methods of roadside mowing are Dodge Brothers, John Brown, and the
contractor that the town of Hillsboro uses. The different types of mowing are Rotary,
mulching, and flailing.

According to Bow, in talking with Gary Edwards (prior road agent company), many
years back the roadside mowing was done on a fairly regular frequency. It seems it
stopped some years back possibly due to budget decisions, but that detail is not known at
this time.
•
•
•
•

•
•

Ditching efforts in areas that could be improved have occurred this (CY), and the
roadway in those areas have seen an improvement in keeping water of the roadway.
Bow will be seeking to stockpile his needed material for this winter prior to winter
setting in. Coordination with SUR will be necessary in case they need to stay on site
into the later months of 2022.
Bow provided cost estimates for the future potential culvert install on Deer point Dr.
of $2,100 for labor and materials that we currently do not have on hand. A reminder
for the need to obtain some resident consents for the areas the culvert might contact.
Bow provided cost estimate for the Hummingbird Road culvert replacement in the
amount of $5,000. All materials needed would be covered by the district if not
already on hand. An estimated timeframe of 3-5 days would be needed for this project
and road closure (no thru way traffic) over that same. The work would not occur
during the same time as when Aquamen are installing the Zone meter pit on
Hemlock. If the staging of material is needed, then the district owned property on
Hemlock could be used if needed.
Future consideration of other roadways and the development of ditch lines should be
investigated. The possibility of identifying stormwater drainage projects might
develop from the Stormwater Asset management project.
Hemlock road is one of those roads that ditch lines or alternate road material might
benefit if changed. A concern for this could possibly generate some resident costs but
more needs to be determined before any actions are taken.

•

There are some culverts that Bow has identified as possibly needing flushing this fall
before winter seta in. Some to review further are on Pine Glen Road, Bobolink and
Emerald Drive Tank, Boulder across Emerald.

Due to the volume of activities discussed tonight, we were not able to further discuss
“dormant curb stops” ideas. The suggestion was made to hold a workshop meeting after the
Grant kickoff meeting on 8/26/2022 and further review this topic and any feedback we
received from legal counsel relative to suggested water rule changes. Meeting announcement
will be posted.
Driveway permits that are being reviewed:
•
•
•
•

58 Pine Glen – new install
5 Winter Road – modification
6 Spring St. – new install
17 Autumn Road – new install

Commissioner Kardaseski made a motion to adjourn the meeting at 9:23PM with
Chairman Taber 2nd the motion. The motion passed with a yes vote from all Commissioners.
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